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Need for Speed: Most Wanted is an upcoming 2012 open-world racing video game, being
developed for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 by Criterion Games and published
by Electronic Arts. The game is the nineteenth installment in the long-running Need for Speed
series. The game is set to be released worldwide on October 30, 2012.

The games from Need for Speed franchise have always been amazing, this time Need for Speed:
Most Wanted comes up with outstanding features that lets gamers to play off the roads, gamers can
start and end from and to the fixed point but in between its up to player, all in all players wish to
drive whether in heaven or hell, hitting straights or diving into back alleys, gives gamer a wonderful
experience of racing world where gamer can toy with the cops, drive anywhere, explore the whole
racing world.

The game will feature insane speed, amazing actions, huge drifts and spectacular crashes, also
intense nonstop online multiplayer game, No menus, No lobbies, No restrictions at all. It will feature
a 10 racer blacklist for the single player section as seen in the original Most Wanted. The game will
offer the wildest selection of cars yet which includes a range of real world vehicles, a mix of muscle
cars, street racers and exotics, the cars engine and look further can be upgraded with the games
success such as alteration of body of cars, paint colors, wheels, nitrous, bodywork and suspensions.

Be ready to taste the new racing journey. Play with your family and friends with multiplayer fun and
online gaming.
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